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Abstract than-the desired sinusoidal shaped current It is thus
clear thatthe- fouler loop' must have nol only a slow

response (limiled bandwidth) bUl also low gain so
that lhe r.esidual output ripple will be heavily
altenuated. Qlherwise, it will distort the input
current by- penetrating into the reference of the
current loop. This problem can be alleviated by
making t~e APFC conlroller insensitive to the
ripple of the output voltage. This allemative was
invesligaled in lhis Sludi analylically and by
simulalion. It was found thal such a slrategy is
possible and furthermore it can easily be
implemented by sImple additional circuitry to
commercially available APFC conlrollers. This
paper presents the theory of the proposed approach,
demonstrate the improvement in Total Harmonic
Distortion (rnD) that can be gained and provides
design guidelines for synthesizing the required
filtcrs. The discussion of this paper is confined to
.lhe topology of one family of APFC conlrollers
(Fig. 1) , the UCX854 and its derivalives. However ,
the proposed approach can easily expandcd to olher
i\PFC schemes by following the idea of ripple

r()mpensation developed here.

A major cause of the input current distortion in

active. power factor correction systems are the

second harmonic components. Propagation of the

ripple components in the feedback and feedforward
paths and their interaction in the current shaping

controller was examined. Based on this analysis, a

ripple cancellation method is proposed. It entails a

modification of the feedforward and feedback filters
and is independent on the power level. The

analytical results derived in this study were
confirmed by simulation.

Introduction

l~Basic assumptions and strategy.

Active Power Factor Correction (APFC) systems

are generally designed around high frequency

conveners that are controlled by two feedback loops.

The average output voltage is regulated by a slow-

response 'outer loop' whereas the inner loop that

shapes the input current, is a much faster loop [1].

The reference of the inner current loop is normally

derived from the rectified power line voltage but the

magnitude must be adjusted dynamically 10 comply
with the power requirements of the load. The

control signal needed for adjusting the current level
is conveniently derived by comparing the average

level of the output voltage to the desired value [I],

[2].
It is of interest to nole that the two feedback

loops of the APFC have connicting objeclives. In

particular , a slrong 'Ou1er loop' that manages to

stabilize the output vol1age will de1eriora1e the

quality of the power factor by dicla1ing an input

cun.ent that ensures a fixed OUlput voltage rather

The analysis to follow is carried under the

following assumplions:
.:I) The line voltllge is a pure sinusoidal wave.

b) The rectifiers are ideal.

c) The power stllge is.lincar and 100% efficient.

d) The current loop is ideal, i.e. it forces the

input current to follow the reference signal

e) The hold-up capacitor is large and hence the

causes output ripple is small as compared to

the dc output voltage.

The following approach is adopted: we initially

assume that the input current is a pure sinewave.

Next we examine how the ripple components.CoITcsponding author.
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propagated into the controllcr. Based on the results

we develop the requirements for maintaining a

distortion free reference for the current loop.

Finally,we examine the residual distortion caused by

the proposed ripple cancelation scheme.

is the LPF gain magnitude and phase shift at the

second harmonic of the line frequency respcctivly.

4. The voltage feedback path.

To establish the operating point of the voltage error -

amplifier we should address ourselves to the issue of
the input current generation first. The input current -

of the APFC circuit of Fig.l is controlled by the

following algorithm:

iin (e) = Im sine = K ( Ye)( ~ )(V m'ine ) (3)

Here ve is the voltage feedback error amplifier

signal. K is the system's gain constant having the

dimention of [Watt I Volt]. Thus the amplitude of

the input current and the avcrage input power are:

Im=K(~) (4)

Fig. I. Block diagram of the APFC topology undcr

study.

2. APFC output voltage.
ImVm K

Pav=~=2ve (5)
Under the above assumptions. the anlysis shows

that the instantaneous output voltage including the
second harmonic ripple is: In the steady state, the output of the error amplifier

contains the dc term Veo and the second harmonics

ripple component ve2(e) as well:Vc (9) = vout (9)=

( Pav )VDC I -2 sin 2e (I)

2C1)C V DC

where V DC is the avernge dc output voltage of the

APFC, p av is its avernge power level, e = Cl)t is

the power line angle relative to the angular line

frequency ro, 2roC is the adrnitance of the hold-up

capacitor at the second harmonic of the line

frequency.

Vc (9) = Voo + ve2(9) (6)

The second harmonic component appears as -the
response of the error amplifier to the output voltage

ripple:

Ye2(e) = Hy(2ro) Yc2(e) =

Hy2 Pay.
-2(;)C y- SIn (2e + 4>yV

DC
(7)

3. The feedforward path of the
-APFC.

This expression describes a waveforrn having a dc
value proportionallO the square of the amplitlJde of
the input voltage V m scaled by lhe gain of the

feedforward path. Here Hill is the dc gain of the low

pass filler (LPF) in the feed forward path, Hf2 ' <l>f2
5. Current amplitude programing

-.
~1(Jn~1

Neglecting the higher harmonics; the feed forward

signal fed to the divider {Fig. 1) was derived to be:

Yff (9) =

Here Hv(2ro) is lhe transfer function of the ec:or

amplifier as seen from it's invertirig input conneCted

to lhe output (Fig. I). It's gain and phase at the
frequency of the second hannonic are denoted as Hv2

and cl>v2 respectively. Now we can write the final

expression of the error amplifier output vDltage

delivered to lhc; input of thc dividcr (Fig. I) as:

ve(O) =
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To produce the correct cwrent programming signal
the APFC circuit of Fig.l uses the divider (DIV)
output to modulate the line voltage waveform. The
divider oulput signal is calculated using eq. (2) and

(8) yielding:

K = ~ (~ )--1- (15)
4 ks R H2

s ill

Result similar to eq.(15) is mentioned in [2]. This

relationship remains valid also for the general case,

when the current sensing network transfer -function
low frequcncy gain is denoted as Rs. ---

7. Feedforward filter design for
minimum distortion in input
current.

(ve (e) ) 7t2kd Pavvd (e) = kd ( e ) :;: 2 2 vdn (e) (9)
vff 2k KH V

s fO m

kd is the divider gain consl11nt and vdn (e) is thc

normalized dividcr voltoge:

Examining eq. (11), (12) we can clearly see that
any harmonic disturbances at the divider output will
produce cross-products with the sine tenn. This will
appear as harmonics in the current programming
signal and cause distortion in the input current.
Traditionally, the designers [3], [4] minimize the
distortion by providing large attenuation of the
second harmonic. That is, minimizing the Hv2 and

Ha terms in the eq. (10) above. However this has

only a limited success for the following reasons. To
ensure stability and adequate phase margin, the error
amplifier usually has a single pole transfer function
with only of -20 db/dec gain roll off beyond its
corner frequency and its filtering action is poor.
Since the ripple frequency is quile low the
bandwidth of the error amplifier is severely restricted
resulting in poor transient response. A high order
low pass filter may be used to achieve efficient
filtering of the average component of the rectified
input vollage. However, once again du.e to the low
second harmonic frequency the bandwidth of the
filler is narrow and its transient response poor.
We propose here an allemative approach. Eq. (10),
(II) reveal that il is possible to achieve ripple-less
current programming signal by making the
normalized divider oulput given by eq. (10) equal
unity: .

The current programming signal (vcp (9» produced

by modulation of the line voltage vin (9) is given

by:

~~

2k KH2 Vm
s. fO

vdn (9) (12)v cp m -

6. The po\ver gain constant.

When the current loop tightly regulates the input
current, the output voltaie of the current sensing
network vsence (9) (Fig.l) is forced to follow the

current pro~ramming signal v cp (8):
K

Vcp (9) = vsencc- (9) (13)

Vdn (e) = ( 1 -2vOC ~ sin(2e +. };~Q) )

l-'!..~ ~l

3 Hro cos(2e + <l>f2)
In the most commolJ case the current sensing
nctwork is no ma.rc than a series resistance Rs so

the amplitude ~f the scnsed voltage is:

( 16)
To satisfy this dcmand we will require that the

norm:ilizcd ripple ~omponenLs of the error and the

fccdforward signals bc equal :

(14)-

-15- Hv22VOC 2WCsin(28 +~vV ~~ ~
3 Hro cos(2e + <l>rv

Substituting eq.(12) to eq.(14) above the power
gain constant may be found as: (17)

Since the ripple components are of the same

frequency and of a constant amplitude it is possible
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to fulfill eq. (1'7) by proper LPF design. For this

purpose both amplitude and phase conditions must

be satisfied. The amplitude condition defines the

LPF attenuation needed to equate the amplitudes of

the ripple components is:

in [4]. The program simulates a closed loop APFC

system fed by a rectified I I OV 160Hz line and

delivers 250W at 400Vdc to a resistive load of 640

n. Hold-up capacitor of 450JlF was chosen. -For
th d " " h .3K 1

fcse con Itlons, t e expression 8VOC 2roc o

Hf2 (18) equals -15 db.
To demonstrnte the validity of the proposed ripple

cancellation method, the LPF of the feedforward

network was modified to follow (18) and (21) as
shown at Fig.2. New values were given to the error

amplifier parameters also as depicted in Fig.3.
The simulation results of the original and proposed

circuits are presented in Fig. 4. Comparison of the

results reveals that the amplitude of the ripple

voltage at the divider output is greatly reduced by

the proposed method decreasing also the THD of the

simulated APFC system. Fourier analysis were

carried out by HSPICE on the simulated line

current. The analysis revealed that the distorted

divider output signal of the original design

contributes 1.95% to the total harmonic distortion

(THD) of the APFC system. Using the proposed

method the THD is reduced to only 0.125%. That is

more than one order of magnitude improvement

3K H..2Hro = 8VOC2(;;-C (18)

This can be rewriue.n by applying eq. (14) to yield

the following form:

r mkd) 1 Hf2 Hro = O.O736Hv2 k fCR V ( 19)

s s DC

where f is the line frequency.

The phase condition could be derived by equating

the sine and cosine terms in eq. (17):

(20)sin(29 + cl>vV = cos(29 + cl>r1J

By using ~Iementary trigonometry relationship

cas (x) = sin (x + ~ ) we obtain the required phase

shift of the LPF at the second harmonic frequency

as:
7[

4If2 = 4Iv2 -2
(21 )

Since the error amplifier transfer function is

determined primarily by the stability and

pcrfonnance considerations of the outer loop, the
design of the feed forward filter should be carried out

after the complete knowledge of the error amplifier

charncteristics is gained to make the solutions of

eq. (18), (21) unique. Designing the LPF in the
feedforward path according to the amplitude and

phase conditions stated above will ensure minimum
distortion of ~e APFC input curtenL It should be

emphasized that under the assumptions made, this

a~proach ~ill render a perfect current programming

signal independent of the APFC power level.

9. Conclusions.

One of thc main sources of input currcnt distortion
in high frequcncy APFC are the output voltage

ripple which propagatcs into the feedback loop and

higher harmonics of the line voltage injected

through the fccd forward loop. These signals

modulate the input current and form a variety of

unwanted harmonics. This paper examined the

propagation of the ripple componcnts in the
feedback and feed forward loops of the APFC

controller circuits and their interaction with the

current shaping network. .Based on this analysis a

ripple canccllation method is proposed. Analytical
results are conrumed by siinulation and show good

agreement with predicted thcoretical results. The

simulation results suggest that the proposed method

can reduce thc THD of thc input currcnt of APFC

system by an ordcr of magnitudc. The prcscnt

:l!1alysis and simulation wcrc carricd out under some

simpli!ying assumptions. These sccond ordereffccts
are yct to bc dctermined. -.

8. Simulation results.

To study the performance of the APFC circuit of

Fig.(j), it's model was simulated on a circuit

simula.tor (HSPICE, Meta Software Inc, 1993). The
simulation was focused on- the performance of the

f~back and feedforwar4 loops under the assumption

thai the inner loop- is ideal. The 1nner loop and

power stage models were characterized and
implemented in HSPICE software accordingly to
the following behavioral relationships ~out (8) =

ich (8)vout (8), Pin (8) = Pout (8) and eq. (3).

The design of the feedforward LPF and voltage

fccdback amplifier follo\ved the procedure oiscussed
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design. (b) Modified design.
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